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Why this study

Online Kansspel Barometer: towards synergy among all stakeholders

Current situation

Desired situation

▪ As of 1 January 2021, the ‘Wet Kansspelen op afstand’ will
become effective, whereupon on 1 July 2021 the market will be
opened. The trade association Netherlands Online Gambling
Association (NOGA) represents the interests of foreign operators
who wish to enter the market by means of a license.

▪ The ultimate goal of NOGA is a uniform, continuous and data-driven
stakeholders debate. One single dataset that univocally provides
direction and based which all parties can jointly act upon. By gauging
periodically an iterative, sustainable and efficient approach is built to
achieve synergy from all stakeholders.

▪ Responsible legalisation requires coordination of the interests and
opinions of all stakeholders, from the government, the business
community as well citizens.

▪ Besides, the initiative serves as an ‘extended hand’ to especially those
parties for whom participation is usually hard to come by, for instance
gambling addiction care and vulnerable citizens.

▪ NOGA would like to take the initiative in this, but it is looking for
an independent research partner for the most objective data
collection and knowledge sharing possible.

▪ Last, the NOGA barometer offers insight in its own functioning and
reputation. and the leads in order to optimise them.

With the Online Kansspel Barometer
A continuous research program, fully facilitated by Ipsos, to
gauge and chart the interests and opinions of all stakeholders.
▪ Quantitative measurements and qualitative deep-dives
among citizen segments
▪ Expert interviews and round table sessions (workshops)
among stakeholders from the government and corporate
▪ Compact, visual dashboards and reports tailored for sharing
© Ipsos 2021
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Introduction

The questions this research will answer
What is the current situation concerning online gambling in the Netherlands prior to legalisation?
What we need to understand to answer this:
What we should understand to answer this:

1.

Perceptions & playing behaviour

▪ How does the Netherlands view online
gambling?
▪ To what extent do the Dutch gamble?
▪ What are the considerations & triggers
for gambling?

2.

Channeling

▪ To what extent is the Netherlands
aware of legalisation and how do the
Dutch feel about it?
▪ To what extent will the Dutch gambler
be playing with a legal operator?
▪ To what extent are new players
attracted?

3.

Advertising

▪ How many ads for online gambling do
people see and where do they see
them?
▪ What is their attitude towards
advertising for online gambling?
▪ What are the needs & expectations
towards advertising for online
gambling upon legalisation?

4.

Prevention gambling addiction

▪ What is necessary for the player to
prevent problem gambling?
▪ Who are responsible for that and
how?
▪ What are the needs & expectations in
preventing problem gambling?

© Ipsos 2021
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Sample description
Quantitative measurement

Quantitative deep dive

▪ Online questionnaire between 13 and 18
January

▪ Qualitative online community between 1 and 7
February.

▪ NL representative: n = 1004

▪ 26 Participants from the quantitative sample split
into:
─ 4 Non-players 35+
─ 7 Players 35+
─ 4 High risk players**
─ 4 Young adult non-players (18-34)
─ 7 Young adults players (18-34)

─ Players*: n = 108
─ Non-players: n = 866
▪ Young adults (18-34 y/o): n = 569
─ Players *: n = 100

─ Non-players: n = 450
▪ The questionnaire was developed based on
interviews with the various stakeholders
* Did you play any online gambling games in the last 12 months?

▪ ** Selected based on positive answers to both questions:
•
Have you ever lied to people who matter to you about how much you
gambled?
•
Have you ever felt the need to stake more money when gambling?

© Ipsos 2021
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Conclusion & recommendations

1.

The current group of Dutch
players is small and focuses on
(the partially legal) sport
betting

The group of current Dutch players is small.
That said, the share of players among young
adults (18-34 y/o) is higher than NL rep.
Players are mostly introduced to online
gambling via players in their social circle. The
attraction of online gambling comes from the
excitement, which is different for each type
of gambling game. Sports betting, also thanks
to the legal presence of Toto, is the most
popular: sports-related gambling enhances
the experience of the sports match and it is a
fun social activity. Playing poker requires
strategic thinking, while online casino games
are purely about the anticipation of the
chance of winning.
Non-players do not consider online gambling
since it is not practised in their social circle.
Or they do not venture on online gambling
due to the shady character of especially
foreign operators.

2.

A majority of the players
moves towards the legal offer
and will also attract new
players

The Dutch that are aware of the upcoming
legalisation are more positive about this fact
than the Dutch that are not (yet) aware of it.
The majority of the current players want to
play legally, but this group decreases if they
should have to switch. A large group remains
that still needs to be convinced of the
advantages of legal online gambling.
The intention among non-players to start
gambling after legalisation is limited; but with
the legalisation the reasons not to start
playing disappear and therefore likely a
group of new players will be attracted after
all:
• A Dutch license removes the shady
character of foreign operators among
non-players (normalisation).
• For players that stopped playing of their
own free will it is attractive to return now
that online gambling can be done ‘in a
normal way’.
• Advertising creates exposure and can
trigger curiosity.

3.

The Dutch are open to
advertising for online
gambling under certain
conditions

Especially young adults currently encounter
advertising: via internet & social media, but
also on traditional media (TV & outdoor
advertising).
After legalisation, the Dutch expect more
advertising for online gambling and, under
some conditions, allow it. Young adults are
more tolerant than NL rep in this.
Among players & non-players there is the
fear that more advertising will lead to more
gambling addiction; but people themselves
claim they are not susceptible to advertising.
Yet we see that advertising does trigger
participation and that it can positively impact
the perception of an operator.
The consumer is expecting a more realistic
message, no stunt offers, and that advertising
does not target youngsters.

4.

People expect that the
operator provides care for the
player. From the government
monitoring of the operator

Players hold themselves responsible for their
gambling behaviour and prevention of
problem gambling. That said, players also
expect the operator to play an active role:
offering accessible information, screening,
monitoring and alerting the player to socially
unacceptable gambling behaviour.
Players also mention sharing of players’ data
between operators as an important part of
their duty of care.
However, about the execution of this role
and the role of the government as
monitoring party people are sceptical.
• They expect commercial interests of the
operator will overshadow the execution of
the duty of care.
• People do not always trust the
government as monitoring party.

© Ipsos 2021
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Conclusion & recommendations

Recommendations
For the online gambling industry

1.

2.

3.

Inform the Dutch

Convince current players

Take away scepticism

With information on the legalisation also
acceptance will grow. Players, more so than
non-players, are aware, but the non-players
can be actively informed on the legalisation to
also get a more positive attitude towards it.

A large group of current players do not yet see
the necessity & advantages of playing with a
licensed operator. Proactively explain the
advantages and offer confirmation of an
equally attractive offer.

Players are sceptical about the realization of
the duty of care by the providers and the
possibilities in this respect. NOGA can commit
to the points that determine the difference for
players between good intentions and
measures that really help: proactively and
accessibly informing about chances of winning
& risks, noticeably monitoring gambling
behaviour and intervening, sharing best
practices and players’ profiles, preventing that
players spread their gambling across different
gambling methods by playing at a different
operator.

© Ipsos 2021
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PARTICIPATION &
ATTITUDES
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To what extent are you aware of
online gambling?
49%
38%

I have heard about it but I hardly know
what is about

31%
35%

I think I know reasonably well what it is
about

I have played online before

of the Dutch gambled
online in the past 12
months

10%
17%

I had never heard about it before

5%
4%

I regularly gamble online

5%
7%

NL rep.

Total NL rep 18+
Youngsters (18-34 y/o)
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To what extent are you aware of
online gambling?
49%
38%

I have heard about it but I hardly know
what it is about

31%
35%

I think I know reasonably well what it is
about

I have played online before

Of the young adults
gambled online in the
past 12 months

10%
17%

I had never heard about it before

5%
4%

I regularly gamble online

5%
7%

18-34 y/o

Total NL rep 18+
Youngsters (18-34 y/o)
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… of the Dutch
fall in risk
group*

45%

27%
20%

18%

20%

16%
10%

…played in
past 12
months

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

14%

10%

18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55+

24%

3% did not
play in past 12
months

21%

45%
55%

76%

NL. rep.
36%

85% did not play

46%

38%

Mid

High

22%

19%

Low

40%

Mid

High

Base: Netherlands representative (n=1004)
* Definition risk player: see Appendix I

Low
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… of the Dutch fall
in risk group*
60%
42%

40%

… played in
past 12
months

58%

18-24

25-34

18-24

32%

3% did not
play in past 12
months

34%
66%

68%

18-34 jr.
39%

77% did not play

47%

14%
Low

25-34

44%

44%

Mid

High

11%
Mid

High

Low

Base: Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569).
* Definition risk player: see Appendix I
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How often did you play online
games in the past 12 months?

On which device(s) did you do play
this online game?

On which device(s) did you do play
this online game?

38%
44%

Now and then

19%
23%

Monthly

Website
(69% 18-34 y/o)

(83% 18-34 y/o)

11%
13%

Weekly

App
Daily

9%
5%

I did not gamble online in the
past 12 months

I prefer not to say

(81% 18-34 y/o)

(56% 18-34 y/o)

20%
13%
3%
2%
NL rep. 18+
Young adults (18-34 y/o)

Base: Netherlands representative(n=138). Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=119)

(19% 18-34 y/o)

Base: NL rep. players (n=108). Young adults players 18-34 y/o (n=100)

Sign. higher than NL rep.
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Online sports betting
(53% y/o)

Online casino games & slot
machines

Online games
(45% 18-34 y/o)

(43% 18-34 y/o)

Online bingo

Online poker

Live online casino

(18% 18-34 y/o)

(29% 18-34 y/o)

(20% 18-34 y/o)

Sign. higher than NL rep.

© Ipsos 2021
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Consumers also spontaneously mention lotteries when asked about online gambling businesses. But
non-players who (sometimes) buy an online lottery ticket do not always feel they are gamblers:
▪ Gambling is associated with a high risk of losing control.
▪ Since a lottery has a lower frequency and there is a longer period between the stake and the result
it is felt as a lot less risky than other online gambling.

© Ipsos 2021
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Players
▪ Competition,
excitement
▪ Refreshing, refreshing
your mind
▪ Unpredictable

For the player, lack of uncertainty and challenge are part of online gambling
Players see online gambling as unpredictable, but thus also as exciting and
competitive. Online gambling offers players a refreshing step out of everyday
reality.
And besides gambling also offers unique possibilities compared to country-based
gambling

Online gambling offers possibilities that country-based gambling do not offer:
▪ Live betting on sports matches.
▪ An innovative offer of online casinos and gambling (e.g. crypto casinos).

© Ipsos 2021
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Players
▪ Competition, excitement
▪ Refreshing, refreshing your
mind
▪ Unpredictable
▪ More unreliable and
country-based

Non-players mostly have a negative perception of gambling in general
Many non-players think (online) gambling is a waste of their money; they see it as
spending their money without getting anything in return. Further, non-players mention the
risk of losing a lot of money and getting addicted as reasons why they don’t gamble
(online).
For some, negative experiences with the risks of gambling in their social circle (addiction,
debts, negative influence on relationship and getting in contact with the wrong kind of
people) are reasons for staying away from (online) gambling.
For players, online gambling sometimes feels less reliable than country-based games

Non-players
▪ Shady
▪ Intangible
▪ Fun for some time, but
also dangerous

While players in the casino can rely on a croupier, who shuffles the cards before their eyes,
the player of online gambling games has no insight in what is going on ‘behind the scenes’.
Algorithms are felt as intangible and in perception the operator of the gambling game can
commit fraud.
Especially foreign operators have to improve their unreliable image
Toto and the Dutch lotteries are perceived as reliable. Players have no negative
experiences with them, while for non-players the Dutch origin at least means that there is
no malicious business behind the gambling game. Foreign operators, on the other hand,
are perceived as less reliable:
▪ Some players have negative experiences with for instance payment by an operator.
▪ In particular non-players see foreign operators as dodgy and driven by commercial gains
at the expense of the player.
For some players, online gambling is less appealing than country-based gambling
Online gambling lacks the fun atmosphere. The social aspect of visiting the casino with
friends is, for non-players and – especially incidental – gamblers, a key element that is
lacking in the experience of online gambling.

© Ipsos 2021
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18
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Known among non-players
▪ Dutch, reliable
▪ To some it doesn’t feel like gambling

Only known among players
▪ “Betting on everything
that can be betted on”
▪ Known from sponsoring in
(foreign) sports
competitions
▪ Internationally oriented
▪ Better odds than Toto
(Bwin)

▪ Traditionally British, part
of the British pub culture

▪ Known among some
players of a specific
game: Poker (Pokerstars
& Partypoker), Snooker
(Betfred, Paddypower)

▪ Online slot machines, in
perception little
differences between
operators

© Ipsos 2021
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Excitement takes centre stage

The excitement of the possibility of winning & losing takes centre stage in online gambling. The
excitement offers players a refreshing break from everyday reality.
That said, online gambling games are being played driven by different motivations.
Enhancing experience of matches with sports betting
Sports betting enhances the excitement as part of the (joint) experience of matches.
With skill-based gambling games players want to build and apply skills & strategy

▪ Competitive: showing you are knowledgeable of the sport or your proficiency in the game. The
challenge is about beating the odds or your friends.
▪ With sports betting & poker the player feels a certain control over the outcome: with your
knowledge of football you may win.
▪ Also with casino games like roulette players sometimes feel they can develop strategies that
(though sometimes against their better judgement) seem to work.
Chances of winning (money)
▪ For players of other gambling games, gambling is not about skill or strategy, but purely about the
chances of winning, the anticipation.

© Ipsos 2021
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Presence of games of chance in social circle

▪ Many players started with games because they saw friends, family or colleagues
play them or because they recommended them. Many non-players on the other
hand do not see any players in their environment.
▪ Word-of-mouth is not just a trigger for gambling online, but a driver for the
choice of a moderator as well.
Shift from country-based towards online games of chance
▪ Driven by the COVID-19 pandemic, players have started gambling online now
that the casinos are closed.
Shift from playing with fake money towards gambling with real money
Some games or apps offer the possibility to (initially) play for points or fake money.
The step towards playing with real money is subsequently smaller for players.

I have gambled for some time now, I guess some 10 years, so I probably
started when I was around 25. Friends did it already and then I began
playing too. As they already used Unibet, I started to do that as well and
ever since I haven’t really looked further - because I like what I have now
fine.
© Ipsos 2021
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CHANNELING
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Were you aware of the
legalisation of online gambling?
12%
Yes, I was well aware of it
13%

NL rep. 18+
Young adults (18-34 y/o)

Players
Yes, I heard something about
it, but I don't know exactly
what this is about

of the players are
(somewhat) aware of the
legalisation of online
gambling games
(31% non-players)

23%
20%

65%
No, I did not know
67%

Base: Netherlands representative(n=1004). Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

Base: NL rep. players (n=108), non-players (n=866)

Sign. lower than players.
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How does the Netherlands view legalisation?

NL rep.

…are unaware of the legalisation
and believe it is a good thing that
online gambling games will be
legalised

NL rep.

…are aware of the legalisation and
believe it is a good thing that
online gambling games will be
legalised
© Ipsos 2021
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In line with the stakeholder field, also consumers are in two minds when it comes to the legalisation
of online gambling games:
On the one hand, legalisation is felt to be logical
▪ Inevitable, pretending that online gambling does not exist is not realistic.
▪ With regulation better monitoring of operators and control through addiction issues.
▪ With legalisation current illegal money flows will become legal money flows.

On the other hand, risks are expected to arise
▪ More people will have access, are exposed to risk of addiction.
▪ They understand supervision & control, but are sceptical about the realisation.
▪ In the vacuum left by the legalisation of some operators actually a market for illegal operators is
created.

© Ipsos 2021
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Don’t want to do anything
illegal

32% have no preference for
playing with a licensed operator

Licence offers confidence

…preferably play with
an operator with a
Dutch license

Players

▪ 69% of the players believe there are risks involved with an
illegal operator.
▪ Players expect that the supervisor will ensure there are no
fraudulent algorithms behind the gambling games.
▪ The license offers certainty about payments and a legal basis
in disputes with the operator.

Makes playing easier
▪ No rerouting via a VPN is needed anymore
to be able to play.

9% Do not

A condition is an equally attractive gambling offer

© Ipsos 2021
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59% preferably play
with an operator with
a Dutch license

45% choose for a different
operator when the current
operator does not apply for a
license after legalisation

Players

…have no
preference for
playing with an
operator with or
without a license

Players

9% do not preferably play
with an operator with a
Dutch license
14% do not choose for a
different operator when the
current operator does not
apply for a license after
legalisation

…do not by definition
choose for a different
operator when the
current operator
does not apply for a
license after
legalisation

© Ipsos 2021
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14% of the players believe no risks are connected with playing with an illegal operator
Players currently experience hardly any disadvantages of playing with an illegal operator. The
negative experience that is present is sooner based on poor service (paying late), than on
major risks.
Players do not expect much will change
Players experience that currently – and many players experience this already much longer –
they can ‘normally’ create an account, debit money, play and have their winnings paid to
them. For them, this is the most important thing and they expect nothing will change in that
with the license.

2
8
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3% do not agree
(14% players)
(6% 18-34 y/o)

Nonplayers

Nonplayers

…believe risks are attached
to playing with an illegal
online gambling operator

…believe it is likely they will start
playing via new legal operators

(69% players)

© Ipsos 2021
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(6% 18-34 y/o)

Nonplayers

…believe it is likely they will start
playing via new legal operators

Returning ex-players
It becomes attractive for some explayers to check out what is offered
now that ‘normal’ playing is possible.

License offers reliability
Negative perception of foreign
operator is removed by Dutch stamp
of approval.

Exposure & normalisation
Advertising and more players in
people’s social environment can result
in normalisation.
© Ipsos 2021
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ADVERTISING

© Ipsos 2021
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Where did you see the
commercials?
69%
68%

On the internet

48%

Through social media

59%
33%
40%

On television

Outdoor advertising

Newspapers/magazines

18-34 y/o

Of the young adults say
they come across
advertising for online
gambling often or even
very often
(19% NL rep.)

7%
11%
5%
4%
Total NL rep 18+

Youngsters (18-34)
© Ipsos 2021
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To what extent do you agree with
the following statements?
Online gambling operators should
make sure that advertising for online
gambling is targeted as little as
possible on youngsters and people
from vulnerable groups.

5%

80%

6%

77%

10%

Advertising for online gambling
should only be aired in the evening
after 21:00pm.

…are annoyed about
seeing advertising for
online gambling

71%

13%

62%

NL rep.
I don’t mind receiving advertising for
online gambling.

Using role models (influencers) and
athletes in advertising for online
gambling should be no problem.

46%

(34% 18-34 y/o)

25%

34%

59%

35%

13%

50%

19%

(Fully) disagree - NL rep. 18+

(Fully) agree - NL rep. 18+

(Fully) disagree - 18-34 y/o

(Fully) agree - 18-34 y/o

Base: Netherlands representative(n=1004). Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

Sign. higher than NL rep. / young adults

Sign. lower than NL rep.
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Both players and non-players say they are not susceptible to advertising. But unconsciously
advertising seems to have an impact on consumers. A nice/funny advertising normalises the
character of gambling.

Ads & promotions are triggering
Consumers indicate they have actually clicked an ad or
have proceeded because they were curious about the
company behind it or to check out an offer (e.g. free
bet).

Advertising positively impacts the perception of operators
A recent ad for sports betting is positively perceived by
consumers; their perception of the operator is positive
therefore.

© Ipsos 2021
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A more realistic message
Especially lotteries promise ‘glittering
prizes’ and do not point out the risks
of gambling. Consumers have a need
for a realistic picture of gambling and
actively describing the risks.

No ads with spectacular
promotions
Spectacular promotions lower the
threshold to start gambling and
therefore are seen as not responsible.

Not targeted at youngsters
59% of the Ditch agree that using role
models should not be allowed.
71% agree that ads for online
gambling should only be aired after
21:00 pm.

© Ipsos 2021
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RESPONSIBLE
GAMBLING
Last, the barometer focuses on the needs and provisions
where it concerns prevention of problematic gambling, legal
duty of care, prevention of addiction.

© Ipsos 2021
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For the Dutch, gambling addiction is the biggest risk of online
gambling.
The Dutch experience gambling behaviour as problematic
when:
▪ There is no control anymore over emotions / mental health
▪ The gambler loses a lot of money, and runs into debt as a
result
▪ Gambling has an impact on people’s life (e.g. divorce)
• The gambler gets in contact with the wrong sort of people.
Responsible gambling is realised by self-imposed limits and
control regarding:
▪ Money: what can you spare and what do you spend.
▪ Time: not playing more frequently or longer than you should.
▪ Experience: control over emotions, fun should prevail, not
profit.

3
8
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Awareness of risks

Players
Setting limits
▪ To the budget
▪ To the number of games, to prevent switching
between accounts

…believe they are
personally responsible
for their own playing
behaviour and that
setting limits for
playing is not the
operator’s
responsibility.
(27% non-players)

Social obligations & control
▪ Consciously having to spare time for this
▪ Family & friends who do not push you to gamble,
who recognise gambling behaviour and who can
call people to account on this.
Sign. verschil

© Ipsos 2021
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To what extent do you agree with the following statements:
NL rep. 18+ (n=1004) | Youngsters (n=569)
Online gambling operators should provide good information about playing online
gambling games and the risks connected with that

2%
5%

87%
78%

3%
4%

86%
81%

3%
5%

84%
76%

2%
4%

83%
76%

Online gambling operators should take care that players are checked on age
before playing
Online gambling operators should offer players the possibility to cancel in a
simple way of their preference
Becoming addicted to gambling is a major risk in online gambling
The costs for prevention and treatment of gambling addiction must (also) be
borne by the operators of online gambling

13%
19%

Players are personally responsible for their own playing behaviour, setting
limits for playing is not the responsibility of online gambling operator
Online gambling operators do not need to bear responsibility for prevention of
gambling addiction

61%
46%

41%
35%
64%
56%
(Fully) disagree - NL rep. 18+
(Fully) disagree - 18-34 y/o

30%
31%
13%
17%
(Fully) agree - NL rep. 18+
(Fully) agree - 18-34 y/o
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To what extent do you agree with the following
statements:
NL rep. 18+ | Players (n=108) | Non-players (n=866)
Online gambling operators should offer players the possibility to to
cancel in a simple way of their preference
Online gambling operators should provide good information about
playing online gambling games and the risks connected with that
Online gambling operators should take care that players are Online
gokspeloperators should take care that players are checked on age
before playing

4%
2%

83%
85%

7%
1%

82%
87%

4%
3%

81%
87%

1%
2%

72%
85%

Becoming addicted to gambling is a major risk in online gambling
The costs for prevention and treatment of gambling addiction must (also)
be borne by the operators of online gambling

26%
11%

Players are personally responsible for their own playing behaviour,
setting limits for playing is not the responsibility of online gambling
operator
Online gambling operators do not need to bear responsibility for
prevention of gambling addiction

44%
63%

28%
43%
52%
66%
(Fully) disagree - Players
(Fully) disagree - Non-players

44%
27%
23%
11%
(Fully) agree - Players
(Fully) agree - Non-players

Sign. higher than player/non-player
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How it works, rules of the game & chances
of winning
Online gambling is associated with invisible
and intangible algorithms. Players feel the
need for comfort by gaining more insight in
these, as well as honest information about
chances of winning.
More accessible
Information currently available to the player
often comes in endless inaccessible conditions
that are clicked away.

NL rep.

Of the Dutch say that
operators must provide
proper information about
gambling and its risks.
(78% 18-34 y/o)

Not just a slogan
‘18+ Speel Bewust’ is a slogan that
sticks, but it is losing impact
© Ipsos 2021
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Despite the high sense of having his own responsibility, the player expects that the operator will perform his duty of care:

Operator
▪ Screening: ID, age, but also credit check.
▪ Monitoring playing behaviour. Successfully monitoring lies in preventing switching to
different operators: sharing red flags with people in the gambling industry.
▪ Limits, depending on the specific person. Perhaps even being able to choose a risk profile,
like in investing.
▪ Proactive intervention when exceeding a limit, also if this would make playing a little more
difficult.
Government
▪ Information & education about risks of addiction
▪ Monitoring & enforcement on operators
▪ Is not allowed insight in playing behaviour

Bank
▪ Blocking/limits as a service
▪ Is not allowed insight in playing behaviour / spending

© Ipsos 2021
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Currently players do not feel that online gambling actively prevents
them from problem gambling
▪ They grant that the operator checks the player’s identity and limits
are set to the amount to be deposited.
▪ But otherwise the player should especially rely on his own
responsibility and limits. Players do not notice that the game
monitors them and takes active care of them.
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The Dutch consumers have their expectations about the duty of care, the implementation of this by
the operator and the government’s role in monitoring and enforcement. However, people are
sceptical about the implementations in two respects:
Regarding the operators
▪ Consumers expect that the commercial interests of operators may overshadow the
implementation of the duty of care
Regarding the government
▪ Some consumers have their doubts about the knowledge & capabilities of the government to
effectively monitor the operators and to enforce the set guidelines.
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APPENDICES
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APPENDIX 1
Have you ever lied to people
who are important to you
about how much you
gambled?

Have you ever felt the need
to stake increasingly more
money while gambling?

19%
Yes

33%

18%

Yes
41%
79%

No
81%
67%
No

2%

59%

I prefer not to say
1%
NL rep. 18+
Young adults (18-34 y/o)
Risk player: answered ‘yes’ to one or both of the above questions
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APPENDIX 2
Do you ever see advertising for online operators of online
sport betting, online bingo, online poker, live casino online
or online casino games/slot machines?

Yes, very often

Where did you see these
ads?

69%
68%

On the internet

6%
9%

48%
59%

Through social media

Yes, often

13%

33%
40%

On television

19%
Outdoor advertising
45%

Yes, sometimes

47%

Newspapers/maagzines

5%
4%

Other, …

3%
5%

I can't remember

4%
4%

36%

No, never
26%

Total NL rep 18+

7%
11%

Youngsters (18-34)
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APPENDIX 3
To what extent do you agree
with the following
statements:

Using role models (influencers) and athletes in advertising for online
gambling should be no problem

59%

13%

50%

19%

Advertising for online gambling should only be aired in the evening after
21.00pm

10%

71%

13%
Online gambling operators should make sure that advertising for online
gambling is targeted as little as possible on youngsters and people from
vulnerable groups

I don't mind receiving/seeing advertsing for online gambling

62%
5%

80%

6%
46%

77%
25%

34%
(Fully) disagree - NL rep 18+
(Fully) disagree - Youngsters

35%
(Fully) agree - NL rep 18+
(Fully) agree - Youngsters

NL rep. 18+ (n=1004)
Youngsters (n=569)
C3) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 4
Using role models
(influencers) and athletes in
advertising for online
gambling should be no
problem
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players

59%

44%

Non-players

61%

Aware of legalisation

58%

Not aware of legalisation

60%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

13%

24%
11%

19%
10%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

50%

47%
50%

47%
52%

19%

25%
18%

24%
17%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 5
Advertising for online
gambling should only be
aired in the evening after
21:00pm
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

10%

Players

13%

Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

9%

13%
8%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
71%

57%
73%

69%
72%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

13%

Players

14%

Non-players

12%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

18%
11%

62%

55%
63%

56%
65%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 6
Online gambling operators should
make sure that advertising for
online gambling is targeted as little
as possible on youngsters and
people from vulnerable groups
NL rep. (n=1004)

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

NL rep.

5%

Players

5%

Non-players

5%

Aware of legalisation

6%

79%

Aware of legalisation

Not aware of legalisation

5%

81%

Not aware of legalisation

80%

74%
82%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

6%

77%

Players

7%

75%

Non-players

5%

9%
4%

79%

69%
82%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 7
I don’t mind receiving/seeing
advertising for online
gambling
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

46%

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

17%
51%

37%
51%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

25%

51%
20%

34%
20%

34%

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

35%

16%
39%

30%
36%

48%
31%

40%
32%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 8
Were you aware of the
legalisation of online
gambling?

12%
Yes, I was wel aware of it

13%

Yes, I heard something about it, but
I don't know exactly what it is about

23%

20%

65%
No, I did not know

67%

Total NL rep 18+
Youngsters (18-34)

NL rep. 18+ (n=1004)
Youngsters (n=569)
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APPENDIX 9
How likely are you to start
gambling via new legal
operators?

80%

6%
69%

11%

(Very) unlikely - NL rep 18+

(Very) likely - NL rep 18+

(Very) unlikely - Youngsters

(Very) likely - Youngsters

NL rep. 18+ (n=1004)
Youngsters (n=569)
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APPENDIX 10
To what extent do you agree
with the following
statements:

I think it is a good thing that online gambling will be legalised

40%
35%

Part of the profit from online sports betting should be invested in sports

22%
23%

15%
24%

I prefer to play with an online gambling operator with a Dutch licence *
I think that are risks connected with playing with an illegal online gambling
operator

48%
38%

9%
9%

59%
57%

5%
8%

When my current online gambling operator would not apply for a license *
after legalisation, then I would choose for a different operator
(Fully) disagree - NL rep 18+
(Fully) disagree - Youngsters

14%
16%

80%
74%
45%
34%
(Fully) agree - NL rep 18+
(Fully) agree - Youngsters
Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults

NL rep. 18+ (n=1004)
Youngsters (n=569)
D3)

* Only asked to players

Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 11
I think it is a good thing that
online gambling will be
legalised
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

40%

Players
Non-players

Young adults 18-34 y/o

22%

15%
45%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

47%

28%
47%

37%
14%

Players
Non-players

18%

35%

15%
41%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

23%

45%
17%

22%
41%

39%
15%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D3) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 12
Part of the profit from online
sports betting should be
invested in sports
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

15%

27%
13%

18%
14%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
48%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

24%

38%

47%

Players

25%

40%

48%

Non-players

24%

55%
44%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

20%
27%

37%

43%
35%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D3) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 13
I prefer to play with an online
gambling operator with a
Dutch licence *
Players NL rep. (n=108)

Players young adults 18-34 y/o (n=100)

NL rep.

9%

59%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

9%

57%

Players

9%

59%

Players

9%

57%

Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

Non-players

12%

60%
0%

64%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

15%
3%

* Only asked to players

50%
63%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 14
I think that are risks
connected with playing with
an illegal online gambling
operator
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players
Non-players

5%

14%
3%

Aware of legalisation

6%

Not aware of legalisation

4%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
80%

69%
81%

78%
81%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

8%

15%
6%

14%
5%

74%

62%
77%

66%
77%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 15
When my current online gambling
operator would not apply for a
license after legalisation, then I
would choose for a different
operator *
Players NL rep. (n=108)

Players young adults 18-34 y/o (n=100)

NL rep.

14%

45%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

16%

34%

Players

14%

45%

Players

16%

34%

Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

Non-players

11%
19%

51%
36%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

8%
25%

40%
27%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults

* Only asked to players

D3) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

Sign. higher than other group
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APPENDIX 16
To what extent do you agree with
the following statements:
Online gambling operators do not need to bear responsibility for
prevention of gambling addiction

64%
56%

13%
17%

Online gambling operators should provide good information about
playing online gambling games and the risks connected with that

2%
5%

The costs for prevention and treatment of gambling addiction must
(also) be borne by the operators of online gambling

13%
19%

Online gambling operators should take care that players are checked on
age before playing
Players are personally responsible for their own playing behaviour,
setting limits for playing is not the responsibility of the online gambling
operator

41%
35%

Becoming addicted to gambling is a major risk in online gambling

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

61%
46%

3%
4%

Online gambling operators should offer players the possibility to cancel
in a simple way of their preference

NL rep. 18+ (n=1004)
Youngsters (n=569)

87%
78%

(Fully) disagee - NL rep 18+
(Fully) disagree - Youngsters

86%
81%
30%
31%

3%
5%

84%
76%

2%
4%

83%
76%
(Fully) agree - NL rep 18+
(Fully) agree - Youngsters
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APPENDIX 17
Online gambling operators
do not need to bear
responsibility for prevention
of gambling addiction
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players

64%

13%

52%

Non-players

66%

Aware of legalisation

65%

Not aware of legalisation

64%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

23%
11%

16%
12%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

56%

46%
58%

52%
58%

17%

21%
16%

22%
15%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 18
Online gambling operators
should provide good
information about playing online
gambling games and the risks
connected with that
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players

2%

7%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
87%

82%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

5%

Players

6%
4%

Non-players

1%

87%

Non-players

Aware of legalisation

3%

85%

Aware of legalisation

Not aware of legalisation

2%

87%

Not aware of legalisation

10%
3%

78%

72%
79%

65%
84%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 19
The costs for prevention and
treatment of gambling addiction
must (also) be borne by the
operators of online gambling
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players

13%

26%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
61%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

Players

44%

19%

29%

Non-players

11%

63%

Non-players

17%

Aware of legalisation

9%

64%

Aware of legalisation

15%

Not aware of legalisation

15%

60%

Not aware of legalisation

21%

46%

30%
50%

44%
47%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 20
Online gambling operators
should take care that players
are checked on age before
playing
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

3%

Players

4%

Non-players

3%

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
Young adults 18-34 y/o

4%

Players

4%

87%

Non-players

4%

3%

85%

Aware of legalisation

3%

87%

Not aware of legalisation

86%

81%

9%
2%

81%

78%
82%

70%
86%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 21
Players are personally responsible
for their own playing behaviour,
setting limits for playing is not the
responsibility of the online gambling
operator
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

Players
Non-players

41%

28%
43%

Aware of legalisation

40%

Not aware of legalisation

42%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
30%

44%
27%

35%
27%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

Players
Non-players

Aware of legalisation
Not aware of legalisation

35%

22%
39%

30%
38%

31%

41%
28%

32%
30%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 22
Online gambling operators should
offer players the possibility to
cancel in a simple way of their
preference
NL rep. (n=1004)

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)

NL rep.

3%

84%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

5%

76%

Players

4%

83%

Players

4%

77%

Non-players

2%

85%

Non-players

5%

76%

Aware of legalisation

3%

84%

Aware of legalisation

Not aware of legalisation

2%

84%

Not aware of legalisation

11%
2%

65%
82%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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APPENDIX 23
Becoming addicted to
gambling is a major risk in
online gambling
NL rep. (n=1004)
NL rep.

2%

Players

1%

Non-players

2%

Aware of legalisation

4%

Not aware of legalisation

2%

Young adults 18-34 y/o (n=569)
83%

72%
85%

79%
85%

Young adults 18-34 y/o

Players

4%

1%

Non-players

5%

Aware of legalisation

5%

Not aware of legalisation

3%

76%

67%
79%

67%
80%

Sign. higher than NL rep. / Young adults
Sign. higher than other group

D4) To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
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